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Abstract: Researchers try to solve the problem of energy (the demand go up and the supply is declining or flat) by
discovering new resources or minimizing energy consumption in most important fields. In this paper we minimize
energy in cloud computing by enhancement green scheduler, a cloud datacenter comprises of many hundred or
thousands of networked servers. The network system is main component in cloud computing which consumes a nonnegligible fraction of the total power consumption. In this paper we minimize energy in cloud computing by presenting
a scheduling approach that is called SJFGC which performs the best-effort workload consolidation on a minimum set of
servers. The proposed approach optimizes the tradeoff between job consolidations (to minimize the amount of
computing servers) by executing firstly task with minimum arrival time and minimum processing time. We use
simulator program is called Green Cloud which is extension to network simulator NS2.
Keywords: Green Scheduling, Data center, Green Cloud, Energy Efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy is involved in all life cycles, and it is essential in
all productive activities such as space heating, water
lifting, and hospitals ….. etc, energy demands in the world
go up, and energy supply is declining or flat. So there is a
big challenge to all researches, they try to decline energy
consumption or find new sources for energy especially in
the things affect on our life.
In recent 10 years, Internet has been developing very
quickly; the services grow largely through an internet such
as electronic mail, web hosting, web services and etc. So
the world needs new concept of current technology or
reuse the current technology so the cloud computing
appears as a recent trend in IT that [13] moves computing
and data away from desktop and portable PCs or servers
into computer clusters (big data centers owned by the
cloud service providers).
Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered
as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems
software in the datacenters that provide those services
which have long been referred to Software as a Service
(SaaS). The datacenter hardware and software is what we
will call a cloud. People may be users or providers of
SaaS, or users or providers of Utility Computing.
The cloud datacenters are quite different from traditional
hosting facilities. A cloud datacenter comprises of many
hundreds or thousands of networked servers with their
corresponding storage and networking subsystems, power
distribution and conditioning equipment, and cooling
infrastructure. Due to large number of equipment, data
centers can consume massive energy consumption and
emit large amount of carbon. [6] The network system is
another main component in cloud computing which
consumes a non-negligible fraction of the total power
consumption. In cloud computing, since resources are
accessed through Internet, both applications and data are
needed to be transferred to the compute node.
It requires much more data communication bandwidth
between user’s PC to the cloud resources than require the
Copyright to IJARCCE

application execution requirements. In the network
infrastructure, the energy consumption depends especially
on the power efficiency and awareness of wired network,
namely the network equipment or system design, topology
design, and network protocol design. Most of the energy in
network devices is wasted because they are designed to
handle worst case scenario. The energy consumption of
these devices remains almost the same during both peak
time and idle state. Many improvements are required to
get high energy efficiency in these devices. For example
during low utilization periods, Ethernet links can be turned
off and packets can be routed around them. Further energy
savings are possible at the hardware level of the routers
through appropriate selection and optimization of the
layout of various internal router components (i.e. buffers,
links, etc.). [6]
Roughly 40% of energy consumption for the world is
related to the energy consumed by information technology
(IT) equipment which includes energy consumed by the
computing servers as well as data center network hardware
used for interconnection. In fact, about one-third of the
total IT energy is consumed by communication links,
switching, and aggregation elements, while the remaining
two-thirds are allocated to computing servers. Other
systems contributing to the data center energy
consumption are cooling and power distribution systems
that account for 45% and 15% of total energy
consumption. [9]
There are many solutions that are implemented for making
data center hardware energy efficient. There are two
common techniques for reducing power consumption in
computing systems. The Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) enables processors to run at different
combinations of frequencies with voltages to reduce the
power consumption of the processor. [15]
Management (DPM) achieves most of energy savings by
coordinating and distributing the work between all
available nodes.
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Fig.1GreenCloud simulator architecture (three tiers) [8]
To make DPM scheme efficient, a scheduler must
consolidate data center jobs on a minimum set of
computing resources to maximize the amount of unloaded
servers that can be powered down (or put to sleep).
The average data center workload often stays around 30%,
so the portion of unloaded servers can be as high as 70%.
[14][9]
Green Cloud simulator is an extension of NS2 which
represents the cloud data center’s energy efficiency by
using two techniques which are DVFS and DPM.
Most of the existing approaches for energy-efficient focus
on other targets such as balance between energy efficient
and performance by job scheduling in data centers, reduce
traffic and congestion in networks of cloud computing.
This paper presents a data center scheduling approach
which increases an improvement in energy consumption
and achieves other advantages such as balance between
energy efficient and performance, reduce traffic and
congestion in networks of cloud computing. It gets the
task with minimum arrival time which toward from user to
computing server for execution firstly. The scheduling
approach in this paper is designed to minimize the number
of computing servers required for job execution.
The proposed approach reduces computational and
memory overhead compared to previous approaches, such
as flow differentiation, which makes the proposed
approach easy to implement and port to existing data
center schedulers. Also it reduces complexity time of
processing compared to previous approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related works, Section 3 focuses on
environment of simulation, Section 4 describes SJFGC as a
proposed approach, Section 5 introduces simulation
scenario of proposed approach; Section 6 presents results
of proposed approach and Section 7 presents conclusion.

[Dzmitry et al, 2013] proposed e-STAB algorithm for
scheduling, it takes into account traffic requirements of
cloud applications providing energy efficient job
allocation and traffic load balancing in the data center
networks. Effective distribution of network traffic
improves quality of service of running cloud applications
by reducing the communication-related delays and
congestion-related packet losses. [11]
[DzmitryKliazovich, 2011] proposes approach (DENS)
that balances the energy consumption of a data center,
individual job performance, and traffic demands.
Methodology aims to achieve the balance between
individual
job’s
performance,
Quality-of-Service
requirements, traffic demands, and energy consumed by
the data center. The proposed approach optimizes the
tradeoff between job consolidation (to minimize the
amount of computing servers) and distribution of traffic
patterns (to avoid hotspots in the data center network).
DENS methodology is particularly relevant in data centers
running data-intensive jobs which require low
computational load, but produce heavy data streams
directed to the end-users. [9]
[Haiyang Qian, 2012] has proposed aggregation workload
demand to minimize server operational cost by leveraging
switching servers on/off and DVFS when resource
requirements (workload demand) are given. The numerical
results show that aggregation workload over time slots is
efficient with small overhead for dynamic aggregation
method. It is worked on decomposing workload demand
into special substructures and developing algorithms to
compute optimal solutions according to the substructures.
The substructure based algorithms are more efficient than
the mathematical programming based method. [5]
III. ENVIRONMENT OF SIMULATION

We use Green Cloud simulator which is an extension to
the network simulator NS2 which is developed for the
Through reviewing the literature to stand on what other study of cloud computing environments. The Green Cloud
researchers have reached in this research area, a number of offers users a detailed fine-grained modelling of the
subjects of interest were found and can be summarized as energy consumed by the elements of the data center, such
follows;
as servers, switches, and links. Moreover, Green Cloud
II. RELATEDWORKS
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offers a thorough investigation of workload distributions.
Furthermore, a specific focus is devoted on the packetlevel simulations of communications in the data center
infrastructure, which provides the finest-grain control and
is not present in any cloud computing simulation
environment. [8]

The Green Cloud simulator implements energy model of
switches and links according to the values of power
consumption for different elements. The implemented
powers saving schemes are: (a) DVFS only, (b) DNS only,
and (c) DVFS with DNS. [8]

Fig. 2 Architecture of the Green Cloud simulation environment [9]

Fig.3 Green cloud Architecture with SJFGC scheduling
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A. Data Center Topology
Three-tier trees of hosts and switches form which is most
common used as data center architecture.
It (see Fig. 2) includes: access, aggregation and core
layers. The core tier at the root of the tree, the aggregation
tier is responsible for routing, and the access tier that holds
the pool of computing servers (or hosts).
The availability of the aggregation layer facilitates the
increase in the number of server nodes while keeping
inexpensive Layer-2 (L2) switches in the access network,
which provides a loop-free topology. Because the
maximum number of Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) paths
allowed is eight, a typical three tier architecture consists of
eight core switches. Such architecture implements an 8way ECMP that includes 10 GE Line Aggregation Groups
(LAGs), which allow a network client to address several
links and network ports with a single MAC (Media Access
Control) Address. [9][16]
In three-tier architecture the computing servers (grouped in
racks) are interconnected using 1 Gigabit Ethernet (GE)
links. The maximum number of allowable ECMP paths
bounds the total number of core switches to eight. Such a
bound also limits the deliverable bandwidth to the
aggregation switches. At the higher layers of hierarchy, the
racks are arranged in modules (see Fig. 1) with a pair
of aggregation switches servicing the module connectivity.
The bandwidth between the core and aggregation networks
is distributed using a multi-path routing technology, such
as ECMP routing. The ECMP technique performs a perflow load balancing, which differentiates the flows by
computing a hash function on the incoming packet
headers. [9]
B. Simulator Components
Computing servers are basic of data center that are
responsible for task execution, so it is main factor in
energy consumption.
In Green Cloud, the server components implement single
core nodes that have a preset on a processing power limit
in MIPS or FLOPS, associated size of the memory
resources, the power consumption of a computing server is
proportional to the CPU utilization. An idle server
consumes around two-thirds of its peak-load consumption
to keep memory, disks, and I/O resources running. The
remaining one-third changes almost linearly with the
increase in the level of CPU load.
There are two main approaches for reducing energy
consumption in computing servers: (a) DVFS and (b)
DPM. The DVFS scheme adjusts the CPU power
according to the offered load. The fact that power in a chip
decreases proportionally to V 2 *f, where V is a voltage,
and f is the operating frequency. This implies a cubic
relationship from f in the CPU power consumption. The
scope of the DVFS optimization is limited to CPUs.
Computing server components, such as buses, memory,
and disks remain functioning at the original operating
frequency.
The DPM scheme can reduce power of computing servers
(that consist of all components); the power model followed
Copyright to IJARCCE

by server components is dependent on the server state and
its CPU utilization. An idle server consumes about 66% of
its fully loaded configuration. This is due to the fact that
servers must manage memory modules, disks, I/O
resources, and other peripherals in an acceptable state.
Then, the power consumption increases with the level of
CPU load linearly. Power model allows implementation of
power saving in a centralized scheduler that can provision
the consolidation of workloads in a minimum possible
amount of the computing servers. [9][10][16]
Switches and Links form the interconnection fabric that
delivers job requests and workload to any of the computing
servers for execution in a timely manner.
The interconnection of switches and servers requires
different cabling solutions depending on the supported
bandwidth, physical and quality characteristics of the link.
The quality of signal transmission in a given cable
determines a tradeoff between the transmission rate and the
link distance, which are the factors defining the cost and
energy consumption of the transceivers.
Energy consumption of a switch depends on the:
(a) Type of switch, (b) Number of ports, (c) Port
transmission rates and (d) Employed cabling solutions.
The energy is consumed by a switch can be generalized by
the following:
(1)[9]
Where Pchassis is related to the power consumed by the
switch hardware, Plinecard is the power consumed by any
active network line card, Pr corresponds to the power
consumed by all of the switches can dynamically be put to
sleep. Each core switch consumes a certain amount of
energy to service large switching capacity. Because of their
location within the communication fabric and proper
ECMP forwarding functionality, it is advisable to keep the
core network switches running continuously at their
maximum transmission rates. On the contrary, the
aggregation switches service modules, which can be
reduced energy consumption when the module racks are
inactive. The fact that on average most of the data centers
are utilized around 30% of their compute capacity, it shows
power down of unused aggregation switches. However,
such an operation must be performed carefully by
considering possible fluctuations in job arrival rates.
Typically, it is enough to keep a few computing servers
running idle on top of the necessary computing servers as a
buffer to account for possible data center load fluctuation.
[10]
IV. SJFGC APPROACH
In SJFGC approach, we introduce the idea of shortest-JobFirst scheduling in operating system, shortest-Job-First
scheduling associates with each process the length of the
latter’s next CPU burst. When the CPU is available, it is
assigned to the process that has the smallest next CPU
burst. The next CPU burst is generally predicted as an
exponential average of the measured lengths of previous
CPU bursts. [12]
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In this approach, it is enhanced the green scheduler which
performs the best-effort workload consolidation on a
minimum set of servers in green cloud computing by
implementing function to execute firstly task with
minimum arrival time (exponential distribution).

served by 4 core and 8 aggregation switches (see Fig. 2),it
is used in simulation experiment. We used 1 GE links for
interconnecting servers in the inside racks while 10 GE
links were used to form a fat-tree topology interconnecting
access, aggregation and core switches. The size of the
workload is equal to 15 KB. Being fragmented, it occupies
10 Ethernet packets.During executions; the workloads
produce a constant bitrate stream of 1 Mb/s directed out of
the data center.
Such a stream is designed to mimic the behavior of the
most common video sharing applications. To add
uncertainties, during the execution, each workload
communicates with another randomly chosen workload by
sending a 75 KB message internally. The message of the
same size is also sent out of the data center at the moment
of task completion as an external communication. [8, 9]
TABLE I. SIMULATION SETUP PARAMETERS

This chart describes implementation of enhancement to
green scheduler by add set of functions and processes for
selection the task has minimum arrival time:
 Assign arrival time to each task which follows
exponential distribution: Assuming arrival time follows
exponential distribution from NS2 then assigning this
variable to task class.
 Get task with arrival time: this function is implemented
to get the task with arrival time.
 Get task with minimum arrival time: this function is
implemented in host class to get the task with minimum
arrival time.
 Get minimum processing rate required by the task: this
function is implemented in host class in green
scheduler to get minimum processing rate.
 Get minimum processing rate by the most urgent task
will be executed: this function is implemented in green
scheduler to get the minimum processing rate by the
most urgent already executed task and we add in this
function calling to function “get minimum arrival time”
 Check whether the task is more urgent and has
minimum arrival time: this question to be sure the task
will be executed will be more urgent and has minimum
arrival time. If the answer is yes the task will executed
and if the answer is no it will revaluate the arrival time
and the urgent of task.

Data Center

Fig.4 enhancing green scheduling algorithm in green cloud
by implementing function

Topologies

Parameter
Core nodes (C1)
Aggregation nodes
(C2)
Access switches
(C3)
Servers (S)
Link (C1–C2)
Link (C2–C3)
Link (C3–S)
Data center average
load
Task generation time
Task size
Simulation time

Data Center
Architectures
8
16
512
1536
10 GE
1GE
1 GE
30%
Exponentially
distributed
Exponentially
distributed
60 minutes

The workload generation events are exponentially
distributed in time to mimic typical process of user arrival.
As soon as a scheduling decision is taken for a newly
arrived workload it is sent over the data center network to
the selected server for execution. The propagation delay on
all of the links was set to 10 ns.
The server peak consumption is 301 W which is composed
between 130W allocated for a peak CPU consumption and
171 W is consumed by other devices. The minimum
consumption of an idle server is 198W.
The average load of the data center is kept at 30% that is
distributed among the servers using two scheduling
schemes: (a) SJFGC scheduling approach is proposed in
Sec. 4 of this paper, theswitches consumption is almost
constant for different transmissionrates because the most
of thepower is consumed by their chassis and line cards
and only a small portion is consumed by their port
transceivers. For the 3T topology where links are 10 G the
core while 1 G aggregation and rack.(b) Green
V. SIMULATION SCENARIO
schedulertends to group the workload on a minimum
A three-tier tree data center topology comprised of 1536 possible amount of computing servers. [10]
servers arranged into 32 racks each holding 48 servers,
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From Comparison between SJFGC and green scheduler, we
conclude the proposed approach is better than the compared
In compared approach, the workloads arrived to the data
approach especially in energy consumption in switch
center and are scheduled for execution using energy aware
because the percentage of improvement is better than server
“green” scheduler. This “green” scheduler tends to group
and data center.
the workloads on a minimum possible amount of
computing servers. The scheduler continuously tracks
buffer occupancy of network switches on the path. In case
of congestion, the scheduler avoids using congested routes
even if they lead to the servers able to satisfy computational
requirement of the workloads.
The servers left idle are put into sleep mode (DNS
scheme), the time required to change the power state in
either mode is set to 100 ms. [9]
VI.RESULTS OF SIMULATION

TABLE II.
COMPARISON OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT OF
GREEN SCHEDULER AND SJFGC APPROACH

Server
Switch
Data
center

Energy Consumption (KW h)
An
Compared
Improvement
[8]
SJFGC
of energy
138.4
91.35442 33.99%
48.3
24.32081 49.65%
186.7

115.6752

Fig. 5 Comparison between green scheduler and SJFGC of
energy consumption

38.04%

In simulation work, we use DNS scheme for minimizing
energy consumption, in compared work we use green
scheduler, and in proposed work we use SJFGC approach,
we enhance the green schedulerby execution firstly task
with minimum arrival time which is followed exponential
distribution.
We measure an improvement of energy as follows:
An Improvement of energy = (1- (SJFGC /green
scheduler))*100 (2)
Selection the server to compute selected task is randomly
so the results of table (1) is average of 20 runs.
In this paper, Table 2 represents comparison between
different scheduling; the data is collected for an average
data center load of 30%. In applied SJFGC approach on
DNS scheme the energy consumption is reduced in server,
switch and data center.
Figure 6 shows an improvement in server energy is
33.99%, in switch energy is 49.65% and in data center is
38.04%. An improvement in energy consumption of switch
is better than server and data center, this means that using
SJFGC minimizes energy consumption in all components
of cloud computing because it is more effect on computing
server.
All improvements in server, switch and data center mean
SJFGC approach is better than green scheduler approach.

Fig.6 percentage of an improvement in energy consumption
At result, the proposed approach is better than compared
approach in minimizing energy consumption of cloud
computing.
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